THE POWER OF A CONCRETE UTOPIA
Excerpt from the book: The Sacred Matrix by Dieter Duhm

If we want to overcome war, we need a concrete vision for peace. If we
want to overcome the powerful global field of violence, we need a
concrete vision for a powerful global field of peace. During the student
revolution in the Sixties, we experienced how easily people are united to
fight against something, yet at the same time find it difficult to live
together. We were able to solve the problem of a police barricade, but we
were unable to solve the problem of dishwashing in our communal
households, the problem of hierarchy in our groups, and especially the
problem of sexuality. Apart from the slogans for a life free from
domination, we had no positive vision and no concrete utopia for a new
lifestyle. Most struggles for liberation were fights against existing
injustice and were not a fight for the realization of a clearly seen and
realistic vision for peace and justice.
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TAMERA’s task is to develop a concrete utopia for a new type of human
civilization and society and a new way of connecting our life with the beings of Nature and the powers of
Creation. Such a concrete utopia contains a relatively precise image and a complex informational totality for
a real culture of peace. The difference between utopia and illusion is that utopia is compatible with the inner
blueprint and the possibilities of reality, i.e. of the universe. All beings carry a concrete utopia (a so-called
"entelechy" and a sought-for inner gestalt) inside of them that guides their development. The power of
concrete utopia is immense. It turns a seed into a full-size tree, a caterpillar into a butterfly, and an embryo
into an adult. Individuals do not have this power on their own, but through their connection with the whole.
Concrete utopia is the matrix or blueprint through which the power of the whole can flow into the individual
and bring it into being. If a caterpillar wanted to become a butterfly on its own, it would have an impossible
task. Concrete utopia is the power in life that takes all beings beyond their present limitations.
The action of concrete utopia follows a principle of power, which is far superior to all mechanistic principles.
A tiny sprout of grass is capable of pushing through a layer of asphalt that is five centimeters thick. Again, it
is not its own power that empowers it; it is its connection to the whole, which is immanent in its inner
blueprint. The power struggle between the sprout of grass and the layer of asphalt is thus determined on a
completely different level. In a comparable manner, the forces for peace could succeed against the external
superiority of the powers of destruction.
If we are able to find a suitable concrete utopia for us and our cultural development, there is no doubt that a
fundamental turn toward a future without violence is possible. This would give us the matrix or blueprint
through which the power of Creation could enter our work. It is the only power stronger than war. The main
idea behind TAMERA is to develop the concrete utopia that needs to emerge in the current entelechian
development of history and to use the power of a utopia of peace to influence the struggles surrounding the
major decisions of our time.
The inner “dream” of humanity is the still unfulfilled, but real vision of a global community of human beings
and peoples, in solidarity with each other, linked together in mutual caring and love for all life on earth.
What precisely does this dream mean for nutrition and production, the living together of the sexes, the
political organization of new communities, global communication, and the collaboration between the beings
of nature and the powers of Creation? What does this dream mean for our coexistence with wild animals,
domestic animals, and snails in the garden? What precisely does it mean in relation to our daily life, our way
of eating, working, loving, and praying? What kind of concentration of power and spirituality in our daily
lives do we need, to be able to see and implement the concrete utopia immanent in us and in history? With
these questions we are right on the threshold of the Archimedean fulcrum, where so many things are decided.
There are no reasons to remain stuck in the constraints of the old life.
------*) In this context, TAMERA is a case study based on political framework which can be realized anywhere
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